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1. Brief introduction of the candidate.

Abetare Kabashi was born on 14.08.1996 in Kosovo, ln 2017, he

gracluatecl from the Faculty of Econornics of the Business College and

received a bachelor'$ degree tn economics. ln 202A, he graduated from

the College of lnternational General lt4anagenrent - "Globus" College.
From 2A14 to 2017, he worked at the "Business" College in Pristina as an

adrninistrator. Since 2017, he has been working at the Sarne college as a

ftnancial manager" He speaks English. He is a doctoral student in
independerrt training at the Department of "Management and Marketing"
at the Agricultural University, Plovdiv.

?, Relevance of the preiblem.

Tlre relevance of the disserlation work is indisputable, The impaci of
global trencJs and financial innovations on the financial system of the
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economy, through the pr"ism of financiat stability and security, is one of the

key factors for the development of the national economy integrated in the

international environment,
The disserlaticn examines the issue of financial stability in open

economiss. Sp*cial attention is paid to the conditions for a unilateral

euroization regime, such as the choice that exists in the Kosovo system.

Preservation of financial stability tn a euroized economy becomes the

nrain goal not only of monetary policy, but also of a broader approach to

economic policy, it ciominates the choice of other policies in the system if

it wants to preserve the regime and create the potential for economic

development.

3" Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods.

The correctly formulatecl goals, tasks, object and subject of the

research directly correspond with the thesis defended in the dissertation
work.

The aim of the disserlation is to analyze and evaluate the financial
stability of the agrarian sector of the Republic of Kosovo in the conditions

of an open econorny and to propose recommendations for effective
management of the financial stability of agrarian enterprises

Drsser-tation Research Tasks
ln orcler to achieve the intended goal in the disserlation research, the

following research tasks are defined:
- Theoretical analysis and identification of the main factors determlning
frnancial stability in an economic system;
- Analysis of the decisiorr-making process in ntarraging financial stability
at the macro and nricro level in an economic system;
- Analysis of the developrlent arid rnanagement of tlre finarrcial systent in

the agrarian sectcr of tlre Repurblic of Kosovo;
- Analysrs of the financial stability of agricultural enterprises in the

Republic of Kosovo and synthesis of conclusions and recommendations
for improving management practices in this area,

Researsh thesis

lnconsistencies in policy objectives and the lack of structural reforms
in the agrarian sector create frnancial instability, and these inconsistencies
are a major barrier to the sector flourishing in accordance with the efficient
allocatron of scarce resoLlrces rn the market.

0bject of research



The object of research is the financial system in the agrarian sector of the

Republic of Kosovo.
6. Subject of research
Tne suniect of research are the processes of managing the financial

siability of agricultural enterprises in the Republic of Kosovo

4. Transparency and presentation of the obtained results'

The dissertation work consists of introductions, five sections,

conclusion, list of used soLlrces" The work iS presented in 141 pages of

typewritten text, 11 tables and 12 diagrams.

The introduction presents the author's view on the relevance of the

chosen topic, the reasons for the choice as vvell as the arguments

defencling the originality of the dissertation research are defined. ln this

part of the disserlition, the purpose, tasks, subiect and oblect of research

are describecl. The research thesis defended in the disserlation is defined'

ln the first and $econd sections of the dissertation work, a literature review

of the opinion of the researchers of the problem of managing the financial

stability af the economic sta'hility was carried out The role of money in the

process of managrng financial stability is examined. The main stages of

the global financiJl developnrent of economic systems in the conditions of

glodalization are described. The main functions of the financial system

ancl how it affects economic processes are identified. The main sources

of risk in the management of the financial stability of the economy and of

the agricuitural sector in particular are defined.
ln the third section of the dissertation, financial stability in the

condltions of a nrarket econorny is analyzed. The main defects and

anonralies of the market economy are identified and how they affect the

firrancial stability of the agricultural sector. The role of market information

in the process of mrt<ing ntanagerial decisions concerning the

iinprovernent of financial sta-bility at both the macro and micro level is

clarified. The market efficiency function is compared against the market

information asymmetry functioh. On this basis, conclusions are formulated

regarding the critical iole of market awareness of market participants in

the formation of financial stability of the economy'
The fourth sectic,n of the clissertation analyzes the financial stability of

the agrarian $ector of the Republic of Kosovo. The analysis was carried

out in a comparative plan with the other countries of the Western Balkans

in order to highlight the main differences in the factors determining the

financial stabiiity of ttre agrarian sector of the Republic of Kosovo'

The main diiferences in the financial systems of the countries of the

Western Balkans region have been established. The consequences of the



COuntry's choice to use the euro as its national currency on the financial

stability of the economy and the agrarian sector of Kosovo are analyzed'

ln the iifth sectiCIn of the disserlatiorr, the financial stability of agricultural

enterprises !n the Republic of Kosovo is analyzed. The main sources of

stabilitylinstahility are identified and their role in process management in

agrarian enterprises is clarified.
ln conclusion, the main conclusions of the dissertation research are

given, as well as recommendations for improving the financial stability of

the agrarran sector of the Republic of Kosovo.

$. Discussion of results and used literature.

The content of the dissefiation testifies that the doctoral student has

carried out a thorough scientific study
The list of sources used has 193 literature sources, of which 37 are

internet based.
My assessment of the structure and content of the disserlation is

positive. lt also inclucies combined scientific knowledge and practical

approaches to solving problems There is evidence that the PhD student

.in carry out independent research, draw conclusions and justify

proposals for solving problems.
The analysis of the dissertation work, of the means of scientific

research used in it, fornrs the conviction that the dissertation work

contains sufficient evidence of scientific and applied contribrutions'

I believe that the contributions listed in the Statement of

Contributions of tlre disserlation reflect what has been achieved in it

6. Contributions of the dissertation work'

I acce pt the statement of contributions attached to the dissertation.

The following contributions of a scientific and applied nature can be

highlighted in the dissertation:

$cientific contri butions

- The sssence of financial stability as a key factor for the economic

development of ttre economy and the agrarian sector has been clarified;

- The main defects and anomalies of the market economy have been

identified, which have an impact on the process of making managerial

decisions in the management of the financial stability of econontic

systems,



$cientific and applied contributions

- A comparative analysis of the financial systems of ihe countries of the
western Balkans region was carried out and their influence on the
development of the economy and in particular the agrarian sector was
studied;
- An analysis and a$sessment of the management of the financial stability
of the agrarian sector of the Republic of Kosovo was carried out at both
the nricro and macro level.
- $pecific conclusions and recommendations have been formulated to
improve the managentent of financial stability in the agrarian sector of the
Republic of Kosovo.

7. Critical Notes and Questions.

My recommendation to the doctoral student rs to continue working
on tlte problems of financial stability in the agricultural sector.

During the defense, I wonld like the dissertation student to present
his views on the following question:

1. ln your opinion, are the recommendations and regulatory measures
taken to effectively rnanage the financial stability of agricultural
e riterprises effective?

8. Published articles and citations,

The presented publications (6) of the doctoral stuclent are a
reflection of ihe results of the theoretical and empirical research in the
dissertatlon work.

The cissertation research conducted, the results obtained, the
dissertation publications and the formurlated contributions are the personal
rnerit of the doctoral student.

The abstract has a volume of 40 pages and rs developed according
to the requirements, faithfully reflects the main resurlts achieved in the
dissertation and gives a true idea of the content and quality of the
dissertation work
The presented abstract reflects r:bjectively the structure and content of
the dissertation work.



CONCLU$ION:

Based nn the different research methods learned and applied by the
doctoral student, the correctly perfornred experiments, the generalizations
and cCInclusions made, I believe that the presented dissertation meets the
requirements of the 2nnSng ancl the Regulations of the Agrarian
University for its application, which gives me the rea$on to rate it
POSITIVELY.

I take the liberty of proposing to the honorable Scientific Jury to also
vote positively and award Abetare Shukeri Kabashi the educational and
scientific degree "Doctor" in the scientific specialty: Production
Organizatiori and Managenrent (agriculture and sub-sectors).
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